## Bb 9.1 - New Features and Enhancements for Fall 2015

**Student Preview** allows instructors to view their courses exactly as students see them.

Learn more

---

**SafeAssign** is now fully integrated into regular Blackboard Learn assignments. Originality reports are linked within the inline grading area, making grading more efficient.

Learn more

*SafeAssign Originality Reports*

---

**Bb Grader App** provides instructors with a mobile solution for reviewing, providing feedback, and grading student submissions to Blackboard Learn assignments. (only for IOS/Apple)

Learn more

---

**Calendar (enhanced)** Individual users now have more choice about how their calendars are formatted both in the calendar tool and when making date selections. They can alter the first day of the week that starts the calendar view in month and week views.

There is now a course list filter in the calendar!

Learn more

---
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